white and had little prior connection to the city's black community. Second, there had been no resident African American ballet troupes in Los Angeles, and so there were no patrons, white or black, who had yet stepped forward to support such a venture. That led directly to his third challenge: He had no funds to launch the company. Nonetheless, benefiting in part from the talent of recent migrants from the South, Rickard founded a ballet troupe he eventually called the First Negro Classic Ballet (hereafter the FNCB) in 1946. 2 Over time the company came to include more than thirty dancers, over two-thirds of whom were women; a resident composer/pianist also joined the troupe. Together they created something unique: an African American ballet company that for over a decade performed for both white and black audiences at venues throughout California.
Scholarship on African Americans and ballet is scant. In studying the performing arts in black communities, scholars tend to focus overwhelmingly on popular music and dance. We are well informed on such subjects as jazz during the Harlem Renaissance, the music scene of Central Avenue in Los Angeles from the 1920s through the 1940s, and the lives and careers of black entertainers from minstrelsy This article consists of three parts. The first addresses the challenges in founding and maintaining an African American ballet troupe in Los Angeles in the 1940s and 1950s. The second explores the unique kinds of dances that the group performed; rather than borrowing from the standard ballet repertoire (such as Swan Lake or The Nutcracker), the FNCB created its own ballets, often with music written specifically for those ballets, that made the troupe a model of black agency. The third concerns reception: How did audiences and critics respond to the troupe's performances? I argue that in appearing at some of California's premier theaters, from Los Angeles to San Francisco, the FNCB was making a social and cultural statement. These young women and men used ballet to cross racial and class barriers of an art form in which few African Americans had until then participated.
Founding a ballet company
The challenges that confronted the FNCB from the outset involved primarily financial constraints and racial stereotypes. Rickard's inspiration to found a ballet company allegedly occurred when he saw a young black girl being denied her request for ballet lessons by a dance instructor, who instead pointed her in the direction of a tap dance school. Rickard, a migrant from the Midwest, had lived in Los Angeles for nine years and was studying ballet with Bronislava Nijinska , the sister of famed Polish-Russian dancer Vaslav Nijinsky. Seemingly eager to make a stand for racial equality and to apply his skills in ballet, he decided that there should be a place where black children and adults could learn classical dance. Because there was no ballet school in Los Angeles for African Americans, Rickard decided to found that school. The young black girl who had been turned away became one of Rickard's first pupils, and her mother, Bernice Harrison, later became his troupe's leading ballerina. As more children, as well as young women and men, joined the school, Rickard named the troupe the First Negro Classic Ballet, one of the few ballet companies for African Americans in the nation's history (see Figure 1 and Appendix 1).
known as Carrie Gaiser Casey) claimed that the ''New Negro Classic Ballet'' [sic] survived for only ''a few years.'' Further, Eugene von Grona founded the American Negro Ballet in 1937, not 1934, as Gaiser asserts. Ibid., 272 n. 11.
It is sobering to realize that those African American ballet companies that had arisen prior to the FNCB each lasted scarcely more than a year. One of the earliest was the Ballet Nègre, which Katherine Dunham co-founded with dancer/poet Mark Turbyfill in 1930. The troupe performed in New York and Chicago; they practiced at the studio of renowned choreographer Adolph Bolm ''until the landlord began to complain about the black students attending classes.'' 6 An early victim of the Great Depression, the group folded within a year. A second troupe was the American Negro Ballet, founded by choreographer Eugene von Grona in 1937. It debuted at the Lafayette Theatre in Harlem, and, while its performances earned good reviews, little record of the troupe remains, in part because the company lasted only one year; perhaps, like Dunham's company, it lacked major sponsors during the Depression. 7 Other efforts in African American ballet took place during the early twentieth century. There is evidence of all-black troupes who performed ballets with scores composed by William Grant Still. Bolm commissioned a ballet by Still in 1927, La Guiablesse, which premiered with white dancer Ruth Page and an all-black troupe in Chicago in 1933. After his move to Los Angeles in 1930, Still wrote two other works in collaboration with librettist and composer Bruce Forsythe: the black ballets Sahdji and Central Avenue.
8 Both ballets appear to have been performed by ensembles brought together expressly for these two productions, however, rather than by a permanent company. Nonetheless, on the threshold of what Jacquelyn Dowd Hall refers to as the ''long civil rights movement,'' there were efforts by African Americans to perform ballet, yet with relatively few opportunities to do so. Thus, to found an African American ballet company in Los Angeles, which, unlike New York, Chicago, or even San Francisco, did not have any permanent, resident ballet company, must at first have seemed like sheer folly. 10 Nevertheless, there was a growing audience for ballet performances in postwar Los Angeles. As dance historian Naima Prevots has shown, several famous dancers in the early twentieth century came to Los Angeles to experiment with new dance forms, among them Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn, Ernest Belcher, and Adolph Bolm, who invigorated the fields of both ballet and modern dance. 11 After World War II, ballet performances became increasingly common in the United States as a whole, in part because ballet troupes could tour more often as transportation options increased. This was certainly true for Los Angeles, which had long had difficulty attracting East Coast troupes due to its distance from major dance centers. Even so, beginning in the late 1940s, regular visits from the New York City Ballet, the Sadler's Wells Theatre Ballet from Britain, and the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo found eager audiences.
12 Besides its pioneering nature as an African American ballet troupe, the FNCB became the resident company that the city had lacked for so long.
The financial challenges were daunting. With no major patron or government grants, Rickard found a home for his dance school in an abandoned ballroom at the corner of Jefferson and Normandie, in an African American neighborhood five blocks west of Central Avenue near downtown Los Angeles. The ballroom was on the second floor of a building called ''Music Town,'' which community activist 10 Frances Williams had used earlier for her short-lived, interdisciplinary arts project that targeted black defense workers during World War II. 13 The hall was not ideal, however, since its waxed floor proved unacceptable for ballet practice. To solve this problem, Rickard obtained a tarpaulin for dancers to dance on, and chairs served as the first barre. He supported himself with a job in the mailroom at Paramount Pictures, and, to save money on rent, he lived at times in the ballroom and even drove an ice cream truck to raise funds for his dream. With these modest beginnings, a group of young African American men and women came together each week to learn classical dance.
To economize further, Rickard invited several white colleagues to join the FNCB, most of whom worked in the entertainment industry and could help with the company's infrastructure. These included costume designer Nancy Cappola (c. 1911-1987) , Academy Award-nominated art director Robert Usher , and Germanémigré artist Richard Kollorsz (1900 Kollorsz ( -1983 , all of whom appear to have donated their services. A native of Quincy, Massachusetts, who moved to Hollywood in her youth, Cappola worked in a dress shop and had been one of the first supporters of Rickard's company. Like Rickard, both Usher and Kollorsz worked at Paramount Pictures. Usher, a native of Missouri, designed film sets; Kollorsz had studied at the Art Academy in Dresden, Germany, notably with New Realism painter Otto Dix, before coming to Hollywood to work with director Josef von Sternberg in 1929. 14 Other friends and colleagues also joined the venture. A friend of Rickard's, Roy Victor, agreed to serve as manager. Aaron Sapiro, an entertainment attorney whose clients included composers Igor Stravinsky and Sergei Rachmaninoff, was evidently so impressed with the troupe that he arranged pro bono for it to become a nonprofit company, with one dancer serving as secretary, another as treasurer, 13 and so on. 15 In addition, three impresarios helped book the troupe during its ten-year existence: Irwin Parnes, Mary Bran, and John Bauer. 16 What united the dancers, resident composer, and staff alike was a love for classical dance and the conviction that they were doing something different in an era that permitted a multiethnic dance troupe to survive in Los Angeles.
The challenge of race, however, was ever-present, because few professional ballet companies invited blacks to join their ranks. During most of the troupe's existence, ballet remained almost entirely a white person's pastime, in direct contrast to modern dance in which blacks were increasingly making inroads in the postwar era. According to one of the FNCB dancers, Marion Spencer, many choreographers believed that ''black women were not built for ballet.'' 17 She recalls hearing that their bottoms were too large, or that their bodies were otherwise not adapted for the severe demands that classical ballet made on the human body. That belief, in turn, led to the infrequent hiring of African Americans to dance in professional ballet companies. Historians often herald Janet Collins as the nation's first black prima ballerina after she premiered with the New York Metropolitan Opera company in 1952, and, while the FNCB was a far smaller company, its prima ballerina, Bernice Harrison, preceded Collins by six years.
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To defeat such stereotypes, Rickard encouraged dancers to join wherever he could, placing notices in local grocery stores, record stores, and gymnasiums. The dancers came from various backgrounds, including a steel plant worker, a janitor, and an artist's model. 19 Rickard met one dancer, Theodore Crum, in a record store when Crum was purchasing an album of Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake.
20 Many of the dancers had little prior training in classical dance, which posed a special challenge, since ballet usually requires an early start in childhood to achieve perfection as an adult. All had to be willing to practice long hours for little or no pay, since Rickard relied on the dedication and enthusiasm of the young troupe. They proceeded to live dual lives: working in various jobs during the day, and studying dance at night and on weekends. Most seem to have come from South Los Angeles and the West Adams district, which still had several multiethnic neighborhoods during the 1940s. 21 Not all members were African American; at least two white dancers joined the troupe, notably Diane Gordon ( Figure 6 ). 22 Eventually, a group of five dancers became stars of the FNCB: Bernice Harrison, Graham Johnson, James Truitte, Yvonne Miller, and Theodore Crum.
Bernice Harrison, whose daughter had been the catalyst for the school, quickly rose to prominence as the prima ballerina. She was decidedly unusual among the nation's ballerinas. A former seamstress and the mother of three children, she stated in an interview in Ebony magazine that she often brought her children to the rehearsals, and, when they started acting up, ''[s]ometimes I have to stop right in the middle of a lesson and slap one of them down in his seat'' (see Figure 2) . 23 While the article presents the dancer in a rather sexist portrayal, as a homemaker doing her chores while practicing, the point is clear enough: A mother as a prima ballerina was news. Critics and audiences responded enthusiastically to Harrison; by her very presence on stage, she became a symbol of the troupe, and she appeared in most of the FNCB's productions throughout its existence.
Another star was Graham Johnson, who typically performed duets with Harrison; the two often appeared together in publicity materials (see Figure 1) . A strikingly handsome figure with a stunning physique, Johnson had played football at Manual Arts High School, a multiethnic school of African Americans, Latinos, and whites on Vermont Avenue near downtown Los Angeles. It is impossible to imagine the troupe's history without his remarkable skills, both as a dancer and later as a choreographer. When the FNCB eventually folded, he was one of the few dancers to join the immediate successor to the FNCB, the New York Negro Ballet.
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One of the first dancers Rickard persuaded to join the troupe was James Truitte . Admiring critics commented on the sensitivity and maturity Truitte brought to his performances. ''Mr. Truitte,'' one writer later wrote, ''approached dance and dancers with a sense of genial detachment that made him a clear-eyed, gifted teacher and exponent of the [Lester] Horton technique, as well as a witty raconteur and a wry observer of American dance history. '' 25 In one early publicity shot we see him posing with prima ballerina Harrison (Figure 3 ). Truitte eventually left the FNCB to join the Lester Horton Company in Los Angeles, where he met Alvin Ailey; together Truitte and Ailey moved to New York to co-found the Alvin Ailey American Dance Company.
Aside from the challenge of finding dancers, the FNCB also needed a musician for both rehearsals and public performances. played during the early civil rights movement-and moved to Los Angeles around the time of the founding of the FNCB. 26 Wilson met Rickard at Gray's Conservatory of Music, an African American music school near Central Avenue that pianist John Gray had founded in 1931. 27 Wilson was teaching piano, and Rickard was looking for an accompanist so that the troupe could dance to live music rather than to recordings. After accompanying the troupe on piano for over a year, Wilson began writing scores to ballets, and he and Rickard collaborated in creating new productions for the rest of the troupe's existence. The presence of a black resident composer broke a further stereotype-the notion that black musicians almost universally specialized in jazz and popular music.
Ballets
Although the troupe was largely African American, the type of ballet performed was decidedly Russian. Rickard's mentor, Bronislava Nijinska, had become a highly gifted choreographer in her own right. She first gained international fame by dancing in the Ballets Russes; Russian impresario Serge Diaghilev formed the ballet company in Paris in 1909 and then took Europe by storm in the 1910s and 1920s. After choreographing several dances for the Ballets Russes-one of the few women choreographers of the era-Nijinska immigrated to the United States in 1938 and set up her own studio in Hollywood, called Nijinska's Hollywood Ballet.
28 What Rickard learned there became the foundation for the FNCB.
Nijinska identified strongly with her brother's work, and Rickard identified strongly with her. She taught with her daughter Irina Nijinska, and Rickard was one of their first students, eager to take up the legacy of Nijinsky. Dancers learned to perform on toe (en pointe) and to execute movements common in Russian ballet, such as the arabesque (Figure 1 ).
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Nijinska's influence was thus evident in all of the dances the FNCB performed. Her emphasis on mood, emotion, and creativity prompted Rickard to develop a choreography that emerged from the individual skills of the dancers themselves.
In emphasizing mood and emotion, the FNCB's first ballets were ''dance suites'' based on classical music (see Appendix 2). Just as Nijinska choreographed over fifty ballets based almost entirely on the music of earlier classical composers, so too did Rickard begin with this approach. 33 The Variations Classiques, for example, drew on suites by Johann Sebastian Bach, whereas the playful Rondo Capriccioso arose from a work of the same name by Felix Mendelssohn. The elegant Trois Etudes de Danse, with music by Frederic Chopin, contrasted with vibrant waltz music by nineteenth-century Viennese composer Johann Strauss in Tales from the Vienna Woods.
34 Each piece evoked a specific mood, which Rickard then choreographed to enable expressiveness by each dancer.
Building on this work, the artistic collaboration of Rickard and Wilson soon resulted in a series of ballets they referred to as ''dancedramas,'' or dramatic scenarios that the dancers portrayed. One of the first of these collaborations was based on a poem by Oscar Wilde, called The Harlot's House (see Figure 4) . The dance reflected Rickard's and Wilson's insistence on creating new productions that characterized the troupe's individuality. 35 Wilde's poem has haunting, dreamlike imagery:
We caught the tread of dancing feet, We loitered down the moonlit street, And stopped beneath the harlot's house.
Inside, above the din and fray, We heard the loud musicians play The ''Treues Liebes Herz,'' of Strauss.
Like strange mechanical grotesques, Making fantastic arabesques, The shadows raced across the blind.
We watched the ghostly dancers spin, To sound of horn and violin, Like black leaves wheeling in the wind.
Although the poem takes place in London, the dancers acted out their roles in front of a brothel in what could be almost any city. Emphasizing universal attributes of both mood and emotion, the troupe depicted the sudden break-up of a young couple: Wilson's music expressed both elegance and pathos, and he used Romantic motifs in describing the delicate yet tragic scenario that unfolds on stage. The score was thus vitally important in setting the mood of the dance-drama, because it enabled Rickard far more flexibility to bring out the expressiveness of individual dancers. As Rickard stated in an interview, ''my choreography flows to the echo of the music. I do what the music says. '' 36 This approach characterized The company broke more new ground with another WilsonRickard ballet, Cinderella. Bernice Harrison starred as Cinderella, and Graham Johnson took the role of the prince. Joining them were the two ''ugly sisters'' and the wicked step-mother. The three-act Cinderella is significant in several ways. Not only did Wilson compose the score, but Rickard cast a man in the role of one of the women; Theodore Crum played the role of one of the so-called ''ugly sisters. '' 38 Properly outfitted by Cappola in an outlandish female costume to underline the humorous portrayal, Crum performed it tonguein-cheek (see Figure 5 ). The music provided a further means of innovation. Wilson drew inspiration in part from jazz and boogiewoogie, which he blended with classical music. Cinderella at first dances to boogie-woogie to woo the prince, while the prince dances to music reminiscent of the Romantic era. Together the two eventually find a common groove. With this dance-drama, we encounter a black Cinderella and prince, a cross-dresser, and African American as well as European musical genres. In this alternative vision of the Cinderella story, such innovations were meant to turn ballet effectively on its head, not only to demonstrate the viability of African Americans performing classic white roles, but to affirm the role of jazz in classical ballet. 39 Taking innovation one step further, Raisin' Cane presented aspects of African American rural life. Wilson wrote a score that 37. Another dance-drama for which Wilson composed the music was the two-act L'Harlequine [sic], which the group premiered at the Lobero Theater. The original score is in HM 69024, box 5, in Rickard Papers. Based on an old European plot of a starving actor in a traveling company, it takes place in France. A two-act drama, it begins with Pietro, the harlequin, arriving at a town square with his wife, Maria, to announce the evening show. Later, a fellow actor, Tony, tells Maria that he loves her. She has eyes for a different lover (other than Pietro), named Jacques, who plans to leave with Maria after the show. Once Pietro discovers the tryst, he stabs both his wife and Jacques with a knife. For performances from 1951 onwards, this dance-drama was renamed Pagliacci, and, although it followed the plot of Ruggero Leoncavallo's Pagliacci quite closely, the music was not from the opera. Programs, HM 69016, box 3, in ibid. The inspiration for this dance may have come from Nijinsky, who danced the part of Harlequin in a ballet by Fokine, Carnaval. Acocella, ''Vaslav Nijinsky, ' depicted an environment he knew well from his childhood. 40 Set in three acts, this dance-drama takes place in the Deep South among sugarcane croppers in Louisiana. When a group of croppers hears that a merchant in New Orleans bought their sugarcane crop, they send one of their own, Tom, to bring back the money from the sale. Tom bids farewell to his fellow croppers and his girlfriend, and sets off to collect the money. In a social comment on the dangers of the city, however, Tom is distracted by a pimp who invites him to a nearby bar with a prostitute. A group of men at the bar beat him up and steal his money. Poor Tom is forced to return home emptyhanded. To the consternation of his friends, Tom sorrowfully relates his story, and, as they prepare to beat him up too, the prostitute arrives to explain what happened, evidently sorry for the way her pimp treated Tom. In a distinct plot twist, they discover that Tom's girlfriend is related to the prostitute, who dutifully returns the money, and the story ends happily. This is hardly standard fare for classical ballet, and indeed it represents a step in a different direction. Significantly, the main choreographer of Raisin' Cane was not Rickard but the troupe's lead male dancer, Graham Johnson, who appears to have combined the movements of classical ballet with vernacular dance. Along with the input of Wilson, the troupe showed that it was moving away from the model of a white man directing a black ballet troupe to one in which black artistic agency defined the dancers' work. This made Johnson one of the very few black choreographers for classical ballet in the country. Interestingly, Arthur Mitchell adopted the same environment of a sugarcane plantation outside New Orleans in his production of Giselle in 1984, which balletmaster John Taras choreographed in re-creating the racial politics of the Creole world of nineteenth-century Louisiana. 41 Whether Mitchell and Taras knew of the FNCB's Raisin' Cane is unclear, but the similarities are striking.
Raisin' Cane offered further opportunities for innovation. Given the ballet's theme, the dance-drama was ideally suited for African American music. American life that few, if any, ballets were then addressing, namely confronting black stereotypes of the field worker and the pimp. In combining modern ballet with a contemporary score, the troupe continued to provide what no other ballet group could then offer; virtually the entire production was African American in both concept and performance. In these ways, the FNCB sought to cross racial and class barriers through their ballets. Not only were they demonstrating that African Americans could effectively take part in a white-dominated art form, but a leading aspect of the FNCB was to define classical dance in terms of the African American experience. One ballet, titled Landscape, demonstrates this approach with particular urgency. It tells the story of a mother and her son in the South. The son is about to be lynched, which the anguished mother tries to prevent. After much suffering and resistance, the son is hanged, and his mother takes him up in her arms. At the end of the dance, a figure called the ''Spirit of Hope'' comes to assuage the mother's grief. Adapted to a score by Russianémigré composer Alexander Gretchaninov (1864-1956), at times the title of the ballet was slightly revised to Southern Landscape. 42 Few ballet companies at the time were offering this kind of insight into African American life. By its very nature, the dance was a model of resistance to oppression.
Landscape further reminded viewers that violence against African Americans, such as lynching or mutilation, was definitively not a thing of the past but was very much in the present. At least twentyfour black men and women were known to have been lynched or killed between mid-1945 and mid-1947 alone. 43 Ironically, some of them were veterans, who returned from the war to face even greater dangers at home. Landscape was thus a serious critique of American race relations, and its stark portrayal struck audiences and critics alike. 44 The ballet distinguished the troupe by demonstrating the power of social commentary through art. Although almost none of its ballets was overtly political, with this dance the FNCB, like other black dance companies in the postwar era, endeavored to express the contemporary black experience through dance.
Reception: Audiences, venues, and critics
In the context of race relations during the postwar era, it is important to consider not only the FNCB ballets themselves but also how the ballets were received. Because of its unique nature, the FNCB had to create a special kind of audience. The troupe stood for interethnic work in the arts as well as for the right of African Americans to perform in classical dance. That meant attracting both white and black audiences who would be progressive enough to appreciate what the troupe was trying to accomplish and winning the favorable response of critics. In other words, the troupe could not afford to be merely a ''novelty act'' but had to be taken seriously on its own terms at a wide variety of venues (see Appendix 3). Building loyalty across race was thus essential to the long-term success of the troupe.
Among the company's first supporters was one of the main black newspapers in Los Angeles, the Los Angeles Sentinel, which became the group's first major sponsor. An article from May 1947 stated that, ''[i]n keeping with its policy to sponsor and encourage cultural development in the community, the Sentinel is sponsoring this history making group.'' 45 The first public appearances by the troupe, which began performing under the name ''Ballet Americana,'' were on Sunday evenings in a basement room in a largely African American neighborhood on 7 th Street. In following the notion of community uplift, the troupe then began performing in small theaters in the city, such as the Danish Auditorium on West 24 th Street near the West Adams district, a growth area for upwardly mobile blacks. 46 At this point most audiences consisted of African Americans and possibly some whites. By 1949, however, something had changed. Using the name First Negro Classic Ballet, the troupe began performing before predominantly white audiences and receiving more recognition from the white press. It appeared at the Assistance League Playhouse in Hollywood and continued at the historic Lobero Theater in Santa Barbara-its first major performance outside Los Angeles. 47 The choice of these venues demonstrates that the FNCB was seeking to reach out to both black and white audiences, which was rare for performers in the classical arts up to this time. 48 The Lobero Theater performance was especially significant; as one of the oldest continuously operating theaters in California, hosting performances since 1873, it had enormous historic significance, much as the FNCB had when it made its Santa Barbara premiere. 49 Critics raved about the performance, although the FNCB surely saw the irony in being happily received by an all-white audience when its own dancers could not stay at hotels in Santa Barbara that were restricted to whites.
After this encouraging reception, a highlight occurred two years later at the Philharmonic Auditorium, located at the corner of Olive and Fifth Streets in downtown Los Angeles. As the premier performance venue for classical music, opera, and dance in Los Angeles, the Philharmonic Auditorium had showcased few nonwhite performers. 50 That changed with the postwar era, however, and the FNCB's performance was a huge success, with a sold-out audience of 2,000. As the Los Angeles Times dance critic, Warren Hauger, wrote: ''In the performance of the First Negro Classic Ballet . . . a refreshing and individual treatment of the classical dance showed how it may be tastefully balanced with some of the more realistic styles.'' 51 The troupe's goal of receiving major recognition in Los Angeles was finally achieved at this performance.
Significantly, also in attendance that night was a cross-section of renowned composers, actors, and writers. Several of them were European exiles, since Los Angeles had become a magnet for cultural figures who had fled Nazi Europe during the 1930s and 1940s. The audience included composer Igor Stravinsky, conductor Bruno Walter, and actor Paul Henried (from Casablanca). American playwright and screenwriter Ben Hecht also attended, and he was so taken with the FNCB that he wrote the company a glowing letter of praise. ''When the corps de ballet dances,'' he exclaimed, ''not only beauty performs but an act of faith takes place. '' 52 That connection to Hollywood proved valuable when some members began appearing in Hollywood films. Graham Johnson performed in American in Paris, and Bernice Harrison danced as a ballerina in Show Boat. Their fellow dancer, Theodore Crum (later Duncan), further appeared in the African American musical Carmen Jones, directed by exile director Otto Preminger; the latter work combined the music of Georges Bizet with lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II and adapted the story to a U.S. military base for black soldiers. 53 With this interest in film roles, at one point the FNCB even billed itself briefly as the ''Hollywood Negro Ballet'' before returning to its original name. 54 Yet not all that glittered in Hollywood was gold. Some of the troupe's dancers were asked to appear in a film calling for a voodoo scene or to take part in a celluloid version of Uncle Tom's Cabin. In keeping with the early civil rights 51 The Ramona Bowl, by contrast, was a far different venue from those where the troupe had appeared before. As of this writing, it remains the site of the annual Ramona Pageant, an outdoor musical play based on the novel by Helen Hunt Jackson; the Ramona Bowl opened with the pageant in 1923, which continued to be its primary event until the 1950s. 57 Until the FNCB arrived, there is no record that African Americans had ever performed at the Ramona Bowl, and few of these venues had a known prior connection to African American arts organizations. 58 Significantly, African Americans were thus performing in what were quite visibly white places. Although spatial restriction was the norm for non-white communities in Los Angeles through the 1950s, several locations for dance and the performing arts were evidently more fluid. 59 The major venues noted above-the Lobero Theater in Santa Barbara, Philharmonic Auditorium in Los Angeles, and the Redlands Bowl and the Ramona Bowl in Riverside County-had little prior history of featuring black performers, which changed with the appearance of the FNCB. A case in point is Philharmonic Auditorium, where the FNCB performed on four occasions in five yearsan astounding achievement for the era. In February and March 1956 (five years after the FNCB's first performance there), the auditorium also featured two African American soloists: contralto Marian Anderson and pianist Hazel Scott. To mark the occasion, Anderson gave Rickard an autographed picture. 60 At the troupe's last appearance at the Philharmonic Auditorium, both the Community Civic Music Association and the National Council of Negro Women co-sponsored the event, almost certainly assuring a mixed audience.
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By contrast, it is more difficult to explain why the FNCB regularly received favorable reviews by the press in both Southern and Northern California. Perhaps the very act of crossing racial and class barriers, which took place in venues traditionally dominated by white audiences and performers, intrigued dance critics. We see this crossing of barriers in a playful photo shoot by Ebony in 1953 at Laguna Beach-a place where African Americans would scarcely have been welcome, yet on the stages of Los Angeles they were (see Figure 6 ). The sheer exuberance of its members is readily evident; they seem to be literally leaping for joy. One year before Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, and two years before the bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, a group of young men and women were asserting their right to dance wherever they wished.
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In the city's multiethnic neighborhoods or even at venues that began promoting more racial equality by admitting the troupe, we might expect some degree of acceptance. ''Something new in dancing, the First Negro Classic Ballet,'' wrote a reviewer for the Los Angeles Times, ''opened a two-night run last evening before a full house at the Assistance League Playhouse.'' Special notice went to 63 This review was also notable in emphasizing an African American male in a romantic portrayal, which was by no means common for the white press during this period. The Baltimore Afro-American, which occasionally covered events in Los Angeles, praised the troupe for the same appearance at the Assistance League Playhouse, noting that audiences were so pleased ''with the opening performance of the colored ballet last week, that it will be continued. Critics on all the Hollywood magazines and in the metropolitan dailies praised it to the highest. '' 64 Similarly, the FNCB received positive reviews outside Los Angeles. The Redlands Bowl performance, in particular, brought critical acclaim. The local newspaper critic wrote that the ''company is one of the most interesting and refreshing to emerge on the scene during the expanding popularity of the dance throughout the country. Their well deserved success is founded on a vibrant and unshackled approach to his subject by Joseph Rickard, founder of the company and choreographer.'' The reviewer further quoted the director of drama at the University of Redlands, Albert Johnson, who stated that ''Mr. Rickard impressed me particularly with the intelligent use of good sound theatre and direction in addition to his fine choreography. '' 65 As with the appearances in Los Angeles, a significant aspect of this performance is that the audiences were almost certainly largely white yet still highly demonstrative in their approval of an African American ballet troupe.
Even further outside Los Angeles, the positive reviews continued. ''The First Negro Classic Ballet company gave its premiere performance last night in Santa Barbara's Lobero Theater,'' one reviewer wrote, ''and impressed an enthusiastic house with the excellent quality of its showmanship, pantomime, comedy, costuming, choreography, music and expressive dance. '' 66 Similarly, a reviewer of a performance at the Marines' Theater in San Francisco noted that ''Parisian elegance and sensuosity [sic] . . . were in evidence last night before a capacity audience . . . [and] practically everything is executed with unpretentious polish of technique and brilliance of production.'' 67 Neither audiences nor critics had seen anything like it, and they demonstrated their approval through positive reviews and word-of-mouth.
Despite this favorable critical response, the troupe still had to deal with racism and stereotypes. During the otherwise highly successful trip to Santa Barbara, members had to spend the night in private quarters, due to the racial restrictions of the city's hotels. After a performance in San Francisco, one critic claimed that ''Negro dancers are famous for the exciting cleverness and energy of their taps and boogie-woogie,'' while another wrote that ''[r]hythm is so inherent in the Negro race that it was not surprising to find even the less skilled members of the sextet right on the beat-with hands as well as feet. '' 68 Critics occasionally relied on other stereotypes, such as remarking on the ''American Negro vitality and originality'' of the troupe. 69 Despite these setbacks, racist comments and discrimination were relatively rare. Many audiences and critics, perhaps responding to the optimism of the early civil rights era, seemed relatively open to what the troupe was trying to achieve: African American interpretations of classical ballet.
Endings and beginnings
Although the FNCB experienced much critical and popular acceptance, several challenges remained for most of the troupe's existence. Its primary challenge was financial. The troupe's insistence on art for art's sake often resulted in financial hardship: It refused to perform Broadway or popular numbers, for example, although it could integrate jazz and boogie-woogie in its ballets. To give in to the marketplace would have betrayed its mission of focusing on classical dance. Adding to its financial difficulties was the lack of major patrons. The troupe had been unable to tour Europe in 1951, in part because a wealthy sponsor was lacking. By contrast, such groups as the New York City Ballet and later the Dance Theatre of Harlem were able to find reliable patrons, which made these groups financially viable in the long term, although they, too, went through serious growing pains. Despite all of its achievements, the FNCB was simply unable to find the wealthy sponsors usually necessary to the survival of performing arts companies in America.
It remains a curiosity that no member or organization in the Los Angeles African American community was willing to step 68. Alexander Fried, ''Novel Ballet Makes Debut,'' San Francisco Examiner, Aug. 16, 1952 , and Marjory M. Fisher, ''Negro Ballet Wins Praise,'' San Francisco News [Aug. 16, 1952] , both in ibid.
69. Bloomfield, ''Negro Ballet Rewarding. '' forward to save the troupe. Although the National Council of Negro Women co-sponsored at least one of the troupe's performances, there is no evidence that it sought to support the troupe in the long term. 70 Numerous wealthy African Americans lived in Los Angeles at the time who were presumably in a financial position to support the FNCB, such as actress Hattie McDaniels (from Gone With the Wind fame), architect Paul Williams, and the family of William Nickerson, Jr. (co-founder of the Golden State Mutual Life Insurance Company). Unfortunately, no such sponsor was forthcoming. The early support from the Los Angeles Sentinel, which first sponsored the FNCB, appears to have lessened as the troupe increasingly attracted white audiences. That there was little history of African Americans in ballet ironically may also have become a detriment to the troupe in terms of its connection to black audiences. Ultimately, the ties that the troupe made early on, such as with the Los Angeles Sentinel and the West Adams community, did not prove durable enough to keep the group afloat.
Even if a prominent individual or organization, white or black, had stepped in, there is no certainty that the troupe would have survived, because other opportunities beckoned. It seems clear that diverging interests arose among the troupe members, who had reached a point where many seemed ready to move on to other challenges, either in Hollywood or in New York. When Ward Flemyng, a New York choreographer, offered Rickard the option in 1956 to merge his company with a newly founded group, the New York Negro Ballet, several members, including Rickard, jumped at the chance (see Appendix 1) . 71 The new troupe rehearsed with ballet teacher George Chaffee, and briefly with Janet Collins, performing at least twice in New York in spring 1957. It also received financial support from two patrons, Theodore Hancock and Lucy Thorndike-precisely the kind of support that the FNCB had lacked for so long. 72. Theodore Hancock was listed as one of the artistic directors and appears to have had a substantial inheritance, whereas Lucy Thorndike ''came from a wealthy Massachusetts family and was an old-fashioned kind of patron who paid for everything and Filled with confidence, the New York Negro Ballet appeared poised for international recognition. Flemyng promptly prepared for a tour of Britain in summer 1957-the same year that Althea Gibson became the first African American tennis player to win the women's title at Wimbledon-and a top English impresario, Peter Daubeny, was hired to organize performances by the troupe in both England and Scotland. 73 This international tour has historical significance. The FNCB had planned a tour of Europe in 1951, organized with advanced publicity by Mary Bran, but the tour fell through at the last moment. ancient pagan rituals and folk dances from the Caribbean, which she translates into the stage form of modern ballet. '' 77 Unfortunately, the tour by the New York Negro Ballet did not go as planned. Just prior to the tour, Rickard evidently became unhappy with the direction the troupe was taking, and he returned to California that summer; as a result, the group of twenty-one dancers departed for Europe without him. When some dancers ordered ballet slippers upon their arrival in Britain, ordinary dancing shoes arrived, since the English manufacturer apparently could not believe that African Americans were capable of ballet. Box office receipts were lower than expected, despite good reviews, and the tour ended without going on to the continent. Sadly, the need for a reliable sponsor became clear when the troupe's main patron, Lucy Thorndike, suddenly died. As a result, the company simply collapsed, thereby suffering a fate similar to two black ballet companies that had preceded it: the Ballet Nègre and the American Negro Ballet. Equally unfortunate, although Rickard made an effort to relaunch the FNCB after his return to Los Angeles, he had lost most of his main dancers. He officially ended the company in 1958, thereby bringing to a close what had been at the time the longestrunning African American ballet company in American history.
It is worth briefly commenting on the fate of some of the members of the FNCB, since their interest in dance did not necessarily end with the demise of the troupe. Most of those who continued their careers in dance did so in New York, and at least two dancers went on to greater fame: James Truitte and Diane Gordon. 78 Diane Gordon (shown in Figure 6) 84 Regarding the three colleagues who worked in set and costume design, Usher went on to found his own company, Robert B. Usher & Associates, before joining a monastery in northern California, New Clairvaux Abbey, in the 1970s. Shortly before his death in 1990, he wrote to Rickard that he had donated a collection of his drawings, including sketches of the FNCB, to the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, which had requested them, although this claim could not be verified. 85 Kollorsz continued his work in the scenic department at Paramount, painting privately (although he rarely exhibited his work) and died in 1983. Nancy Cappola designed costumes for various ballet companies, eventually becoming an advanced student and tutor (as Nancy Rueschenberg) at El Camino College in Los Angeles, dying in 1987. 86 Rickard proceeded to found or lead a series of multiethnic dance companies over the next thirty years in Southern California, finding a special niche in teaching ballet to children. 87 In the aftermath of the Watts Riots, he tried once more to launch another African American ballet troupe in Los Angeles in 1966, called simply the ''Negro Classic Ballet,'' yet with little success. Claudius Wilson encouraged him in this effort, urging Rickard to ''keep the good work going,'' and he noted the comparable effort of choreographer George Balanchine at the New York City Ballet, who created a ballet honoring the legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr. Wilson wrote in 1968 that, ''even Balanchine is making his contribution to the civil rights cause and making a masterpiece of it.'' 88 Balanchine had been an early supporter of the civil rights movement, casting Arthur Mitchell in 1957 with a white female, Diana Adams, in the ballet Agon, for which Stravinsky wrote the score. Although the Negro Classic Ballet lasted less than two years, Rickard continued to teach and choreograph dance groups into the 1980s before his death in 1994. 89 We should note that one year after the Negro Classic Ballet ceased operations, the Dance Theatre of Harlem formed as a new ballet company on the East Coast and enjoyed substantially more success. Arthur Mitchell, who became a leading figure in the field of ballet over a decade after the FNCB had folded, was one of the only African American dancers, male or female, in the nation's leading ballet company, the New York City Ballet. After the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., Mitchell decided with white choreographer Karel Shook to co-found the Dance Theatre of Harlem in 1969, and the troupe has lasted into the present era. 90 Yet when Mitchell claimed in an interview with ABC journalist Peter Jennings in 1991 to have founded the first African American ballet company in America-a comment Gaiser accepted uncritically-he was evidently forgetting the precedents of the Ballet Nègre, the American Negro Ballet, the FNCB, and the New York Negro Ballet. 91 Although Mitchell unquestionably made impressive strides in the field of dance, the lead male dancer of the FNCB, Graham Johnson, preceded Mitchell by almost a decade as an African American innovator in ballet.
Ballet among African Americans in Los Angeles decidedly did not end with the demise of Rickard's company. Similarly motivated to create an arts institution following the Watts Riots, playwright C. Bernard Jackson (1927 Jackson ( -1996 , founded the Inner City Cultural Center (ICCC) at a former Masonic lodge at the corner of Pico Boulevard and New Hampshire Avenue in a racially mixed neighborhood in 1966. With financial backing by UCLA neuropsychiatrist Dr. J. Alfred Cannon and actor Gregory Peck, the ICCC had ambitious aims, seeking to provide an arts forum ''among blacks, whites, Mexican Americans, and Asian Americans.'' 92 It encouraged young writers and actors, including George C. Wolfe, Edward James Olmos, and Danny Glover, and over time attracted such luminaries as Gregory Hines, Ben Vereen, Denzel Washington, and Robert Ito to take part in its productions. Although its emphasis was to stage plays, there were also modern dance performances and occasionally ballet, although there is no evidence of founding a ballet school. Despite having financial problems soon after its founding, the ICCC received a grant from the Ford Foundation for $300,000 in 1968, in one stroke receiving far more funds than the FNCB could have even imagined. In an era of few grants for arts organizations, this kind of financial support enabled the ICCC to host several dance companies during the 1960s and 1970s, such as the Universal Dance Experience and the Ballet Hispanico of New York. 93 The 1994 Northridge earthquake, however, rendered the arts center uninhabitable, and Jackson died two years later. Since that time, the ICCC struggled to find a new home as well as to find renewed funding in a very difficult financial climate for the arts generally. The original ideals of the ICCC, however, continued in the twenty-first century under the aegis of the ''ICCC2'' with the leadership of executive producer and designer Tuesday Conner and other artists. As a result, McKayle led the company almost alone, so it is unclear how much ballet took place in the program.
By contrast, the Lula Washington Dance Center focused on modern dance in addition to other dance forms. Founded in 1980 by Lula and Erwin Washington ''to provide a creative outlet for minority dance artists in South Los Angeles,'' it remains as of this writing an active arts organization. 96 Although the limitation of space here does not permit a wider analysis of its achievements, it encouraged ballet performance and was one of numerous arts institutions in postwar Los Angeles that reached out to black communities to advance general artistic expression and cultural empowerment. Such institutions support Sarah Schrank's point that a growing number of African American artists since the 1950s, such as Noah Purifoy and Judson Powell, made strong ''efforts to entrench the arts in local schools and community centers in black Los Angeles.'' 97 The key, as always, rested with patrons as well as with students, and, despite the determined idealism of their founders, most of these programs, as non-profit cultural organizations, faced financial constraints of greater or lesser degree-something they surely held in common with the FNCB. * * * As a pioneering dance troupe during the early postwar period in Southern California, the FNCB upheld several ideals. One goal was multiethnic cooperation in the arts. The troupe proved that ballet could transcend race, in part because the obstacles that would have prevented such dancers in the past did not overwhelm them from the outset after World War II. The troupe thrived because there were no angry crowds outside the venues where they performed, and there is no record of vicious commentary by newspaper critics that savaged their work, although they did encounter some minor racist comments on their tours in San Francisco and Britain. Perhaps surprisingly, numerous venues with mainly white audiences opened their doors to the troupe in California: in Los Angeles, in Santa Barbara, in Bakersfield, in San Francisco. Well before the Brown decision, the Freedom Riders, or the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the FNCB provided an example of racial integration; its members even admitted some dancers who were not African American. As their fellow activists did in the realms of politics, education, and employment, the FNCB sought to prove that racism had no place in the world of classical dance and was unacceptable in American society as a whole.
The troupe also retained its ideal of creative artistic exploration. Contemporary ballet troupes in the United States often performed dances set to European classical music, and few had resident composers. The FNCB did have such a composer, and thus its members worked as an organic group, developing the music, costumes, and set design while creating the choreography. From the beginning, the company was open to comments and criticisms by its members, and it thrived on that democratic approach because it aided artistic expression. Once the choreographer and dancers had established a ballet, the set and costume designers Usher, Kollorsz, and Cappola then adapted their ideas for scenes to the goals of the other artists. This regular interaction between choreographer, composer, and costume and set designers enabled the FNCB to become a unique, modern voice in the rarefied world of classical ballet. How else to explain why its members remained with the troupe for so long, despite the lack of financial gain and the constant sacrifices it took to be true to their art?
Such challenges aside, the FNCB set out to become one of the first African American ballet companies in the country. For over a decade, it succeeded. As a result, the FNCB far outlasted earlier African American ballet companies to become a definitive pioneer in the field of classical dance and to help lay the foundation for other dance companies that followed. In an era that enabled the crossing of racial and class boundaries, a group of young women and men chose ballet as their primary means of cultural expression. 
